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Flip Video Camcorder becomes popular because of its extremely simple to use feature to
capture video that is to simply point the camera at what you want to shoot and press one
button. At the time we say highly of Flip video, we find there is something imperfect.

As flip video camcorder users, you may feel dismayed sometimes to find out it used a custom
app to import its movies, and the video comes out of Flip video camcorder are usually limited
to mp4 and h.264. What if you need an .avi file come out of Flip Video? Flip Video to AVI
Converter is the best third party program you need to convert flip video to avi format; the
program is designed to be applicable for Flip Mino, Flip Mino HD, Flip Ultra and Flip Ultra HD.

Flip Video to AVI Converter will help you to extend your Flip video Camcorder in an extensive
way. It can not only convert flip video to avi or export flip video to avi and a variety of other
formats, but also it is good at editing video like rotate, crop, trim and merge. That’s to say an
exported AVI file can have different resolution, file size, bit rate and frame rate, length and
different visual effect.

By converting flip to AVI, Flip video to AVI Converter enables you to accommodate flip video
to many portable devices like Blackberry, Creative Zen, etc. It also makes flip video
importable to Windows Movie maker after the converting flip video to AVI. Check it out now,
don’t let good memory slip way so easily.
 

Key Features

Manage almost all videos and audio:

Video: avi, mpg, mpeg, wmv, 3g2, 3gp, dv, vob, mkv, mov, mp4, flv, rm, rmvb
Audio: mp3, wav, wma, aac, ac3, flac, aiff, amr, m4a, mka, mp2, ra

Applicable for all Flip video camcorders families:

The Flip Ultra, the Flip Ultra HD, the Flip Video Mino, and the Flip Video Mino HD.

Further fine video tuning

Crop: crop out unwanted part in the frame like black sides.
Trim: You can trim your unwanted video segment; only remain your favorite video clips.
Effect: adjust saturation, brightness, contrast, plus special effect like old movie, etc.

Merge files in to one
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After trimming the video, you might need to merge the small clips together or merger different
2 or 3 videos together.

Batch mode

You can load many video files at on time, this will save you precious time and won’t feel
tedious
Free software upgraded and best online technical support.
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